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ABSTRACT

A focused ion beam (FIB) methodology is developed to lift out suitable specimens containing charged domain walls in improper ferroelectric
ErMnO3. The FIB procedure allows for extracting domain wall sections with well-defined charge states, enabling accurate studies of their
intrinsic physical properties. Conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM) measurements on a 700 nm thick lamella demonstrate enhanced
electronic transport at charged domain walls consistent with previous bulk measurements. A correlation is shown between domain wall cur-
rents in cAFM and applied ion beam polishing parameters, providing a guideline for further optimization. These results open the door for
the study and functionalization of individual domain walls in hexagonal manganites, an important step toward the development of atomic
scale domain-wall devices that can operate at low energy.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5115465

Ferroelectric domain walls hold great potential as ultrasmall
functional elements for future nanotechnology.1–4 The functionality of
the domain walls originates from their distinct symmetry combined
with their sensitivity to electrostatics and strain, leading to unusual
physical properties beyond bulk properties. For example, electrically
conducting domain walls arise in a wide variety of otherwise insulating
ferroelectrics, including proper and improper ferroelectrics [proper:
BiFeO3,

5 PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3,
6 LiNbO3,

7 and BaTiO3;
8 improper: RMnO3

(R¼ Sc, Y, Dy-Lu),9,10 Cu3B7O13Cl,
11 and (Ca,Sr)3Ti2O7

12].
Hexagonal manganites are particularly intriguing as they natu-

rally develop all orientations of ferroelectric 180� domain walls,
namely, neutral, positively charged (head-to-head), and negatively
charged (tail-to-tail) walls.9 This coexistence allows for systematic stud-
ies of the unusual and complex nanoscale physics at charged domain
walls.4,9,10,13,14 Additionally, the different domain walls can give rise to
functionalities beyond just conductance, acting, e.g., as atomic-scale
capacitors,15,16 digital switches,17 and diodes.18

However, the scientific and technological merit of the domain
walls in hexagonal manganites is strongly limited by the difficulty of

adequately accessing and measuring individual domain walls with a
well-defined charge state. Until now, all domain-wall related transport
studies have been performed at the surface of single crystal bulk sam-
ples, mapping relative differences in conductance. As the walls
strongly meander within the bulk and, hence, continuously vary their
charge state, such measurements include a largely unknown electronic
background from subsurface domains and domain walls.19 A standard
procedure to mitigate this problem is to resort to thin films, where it is
more likely that walls connect from top to bottom without changing
orientation. In hexagonal manganite thin films, however, the typical
domain size is on the order of �20nm,20 i.e., below the resolution
limit of the scanning probe microscopy (SPM) methods commonly
used to study them, thus prohibiting the characterization of electronic
properties at individual domain walls.

An alternative approach to achieve thin enough specimens is to
use a focused ion beam (FIB), milling and lifting out thin lamella
specimens.21 FIB has been used with great success for nanopatterning
and domain engineering in a variety of proper ferroelectrics.22–27 The
approach has never been used, however, to extract individual domain
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walls from improper ferroelectric bulk samples under the explicit con-
dition of keeping their original electronic properties and functionality.
Furthermore, when working with hexagonal manganites, otherwise
standard postprocessing procedures, such as annealing to remove the
FIB-induced damage layer from the lamella, become critical:28 in
RMnO3, annealing is known to reconfigure the electronic bulk proper-
ties,29 making it difficult to ensure that domain wall structures in the
lamella correspond to their original bulk counterparts.

In this work, an in situ lift-out methodology is presented that
allows for FIB preparation of hexagonal manganite (ErMnO3) lamellas
without the need for postprocessing (e.g., annealing). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and SPM imaging demonstrate that the characteris-
tic domains and domain wall properties of bulk ErMnO3 are preserved
in the FIB-milled lamella, revealing charged domain walls with
enhanced electronic conductance. Additionally, the optimization poten-
tial in FIB polishing is explored by examining how different FIB polish-
ing conditions correlate with conductance contrast at the domain walls.
It is shown that a 5kV polishing step greatly and reversibly enhances
conductance contrast at domain walls in a 700nm thick lamella.

A lamella is prepared from a hexagonal ErMnO3 single crystal
grown using the pressurized floating zone method30 and cut to achieve
a sample surface with out-of-plane polarization (Pjj½001�). The crystal
is chemomechanically polished to give a root mean square roughness
of � 10nm and coated with a thin (20 nm) layer of platinum to pre-
vent excessive charging and drift at higher beam currents for both the
electron and ion beams. The sample is loaded in a Thermo Fisher
Scientific Helios Nanolab G4 DualBeam FIB system, where SEM
inspection of the sample surface [as shown for a representative
uncoated sample in Fig. 1(a)] confirms the presence of domain con-
trast31–34 matching the characteristic domain structure of hexagonal
manganites, imaged by piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) in Fig.
1(b). Following conventional in situ lift-out lamella preparation meth-
ods for transmission electron microscopy,35 an �1lm thick lamella is
milled out and polished with a 30 kV 90pA ion beam. At this point,
the domain structure of both lamella faces [Fig. 1(c)] can be observed,
and by comparing the domain structures of both sides as highlighted
with a manually traced overlay in Fig. 1(d), it is possible to identify
which domain walls have a high probability of penetrating the lamella
without significant changes in orientation (and related charge states).9

The approach for estimating the domain wall orientation is presented
in supplementary material Note 1.

For SPM characterization, the lamella is then lifted out using an
EasyLift EX lift-out needle. Using a combination of motorized needle
rotation and a pretilt stub, it is possible to put down the lamella in
a single step, i.e., without any transfer steps as commonly used in
plan-view lamella preparation (which requires a similar 90� rotation
between the plan-view and cross-sectional geometry36). This process is
illustrated in Fig. 2: the needle is attached [Fig. 2(a)] so that when
rotated 180� around the needle axis, the lamella can be placed flat and
fastened with deposited C strips on a substrate suitable for SPM. For
this work, a MgO substrate is used, covered with 300nm Pt [Fig. 2(b)]
to serve as the back electrode. By mounting the substrate on a pretilted
stub at a 45� stage tilt [Fig. 2(c)], the glancing incident angles desired
for optimal ion beam polishing can be achieved by simply tilting the
stage down to 10� � 12� [Fig. 2(d)].

At this point, the lamella is thinned to approximately 700nm
and polished with the 30 kV beam at a glancing angle of 3�–5�.

Note that the bottom contact of the lamella must be milled flat and
polished before lift-out.

The lamella, as shown topographically by SEM backscatter con-
trast in Fig. 3(a) and with secondary electron domain wall contrast in
Fig. 3(b), is then loaded in a NT-MDT Ntegra Prima SPM and exam-
ined using PFM and conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM).
PFM is acquired using a MikroMasch NSC35/Pt probe with a peak-
to-peak AC voltage of 20V and a frequency of 32.1 kHz [Fig. 3(c)].
Dark and bright areas correspond to domains that on the lifted-out
lamella have in-plane ferroelectric polarization pointing up and down,
respectively. cAFM scans are recorded from the same area as the SEM
and PFM data in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), with a voltage of 15V [Fig. 3(d)]
applied to the back electrode (probe tip: TipsNano DCP20). All three
imaging techniques cross-correlate well with each other and reveal
that the lamella retains the same domain pattern as the ErMnO3 single
crystal from which it has been lifted out. Most importantly for the
scope of this work, the cAFM image demonstrates enhanced conduc-
tance at both tail-to-tail and head-to-head domain walls. The latter is
in agreement with cAFM measurements on ErMnO3 bulk samples,17

FIG. 1. Domain structure in hexagonal manganites. (a) 3 kV SEM secondary elec-
tron image of ferroelectric domains in ErMnO3 (out-of-plane polarization). (b)
Reference PFM image (71 kHz; 20 V peak-to-peak) of the domain structure,
recorded on a ErMnO3 crystal from the same growth batch. (c) SEM of the lamella
in trench with an observable domain structure. (d) SEM image of the lamella cross
section with the overlay depicting the observed domain structure from both sides
and top of the lamella. Two domain wall segments are highlighted with approximate
geometry through the lamella using a lamella coordinate system abc, with c k P.
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indicating a minimally invasive specimen preparation. More details on
domain wall currents can be found in supplementary material Note 2.

However, the voltage required to record conductance maps, such
as in Fig. 3(d) (15V), is higher than the few millivolts expected assum-
ing that field strength scales linearly with the thickness.17 This differ-
ence is likely due to surface damage layers from FIB-milling as
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Such FIB-induced damage is largely dominated
by Ga implantation and amorphization, and multiple strategies exist
to limit its impact.37 Notably, reducing ion beam energy is known to
reduce the damage layer thickness37,38 at the cost of milling yield.

Reduction in the damage layer thickness is expected to greatly improve
imaging conditions for SPM techniques such as cAFM which are
highly surface sensitive. A first approximation39 for this change in the
damage layer thickness can be shown by comparing Ga implantation
profiles for different incident beam energies [Fig. 4(b)]. Profiles are
simulated in TRIM40 for stoichiometric ErMnO3 with a density of
7.29 g cm�3, for 5 kV and 30 kV Ga beams at an incident angle of 3�.

To further understand the impact of the damage layer on
detected domain wall currents and establish guidelines toward opti-
mized FIB polishing conditions, the lamella is polished multiple times
using two different ion beam energies. Between each polishing step, a
cAFM scan is performed to provide a comparison. Lamella height pro-
files (measured relative to the substrate) are also recorded to measure
how much material each polishing step has milled. It is verified that
this milling depth is larger than the implantation profiles in Fig. 4(b)
to ensure that the previous damage layer has been completely
removed. A cAFM scan taken after polishing with a 5 kV beam is
shown in Fig. 4(c). Panel (i) of Fig. 4(d) presents the corresponding
current profile measured across the single tail-to-tail domain wall
marked in Fig. 4(c). After mapping the domain wall conductance, the
lamella is milled with 30 kV (removing approximately 60 nm) and the
cAFM measurement is repeated [Fig. 4(d) (ii)]. Finally, the lamella is
repolished with 5 kV (removing approximately 35 nm) and the profile
shown in Fig. 4(d) (iii) is taken.

Because each polishing step necessarily includes milling away of
enough material to remove the previous damage layer, the domain

FIG. 2. Lift-out methodology. (a) SEM image of the lift-out needle position before
rotation. (b) Specimen lifted out, rotated 180� around the needle axis, and placed
on the substrate. (c) and (d) Schematic of the lift-out setup with pretilted stub and
stage tilt when putting down the lamella (c), allowing for milling at glancing angles
in (d).

FIG. 3. SEM, PFM, and cAFM contrast on the lamella. (a) 2 kV SEM backscatter
image of lamella topography. (b) Corresponding secondary electron image, from
the region marked in (a), with domain wall contrast. (c) PFM (20 V peak-to-peak,
32.1 kHz) of the same region with the domain structure and the polarization direc-
tion marked by arrows. (d) Corresponding cAFM scan (15 V) with domain wall con-
trast matching (b).

FIG. 4. Effect of the damage layer thickness on cAFM. (a) Schematic cross section
of the lamella with FIB damage layers. (b) Ga implantation profiles from FIB polish-
ing at 5 and 30 kV as simulated in TRIM (15 000 ions, 3� incident angle). (c) cAFM
scan (10 V) of a conducting tail-to-tail domain wall on the lamella, 5 kV polished. (d)
Conductance profiles over the 10 pixel wide domain wall section highlighted in (c).
Profiles shown for 5 kV polished (i), 30 kV milled (ii), and 5 kV repolished (iii) lamel-
las, extracted from similar cAFM scans at 10 V (individual scans are shown in
supplementary material Fig. S3).
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wall position can vary slightly between the cAFM scans. As a conse-
quence, contributions due to variations in the domain wall charge state
can differ in Fig. 4(d). Nevertheless, the comparison of the current
profiles clearly reveals a correlation between polishing voltage and the
effective conductance measured at the tail-to-tail walls. Notably, the
conductance contrast at tail-to-tail walls is reduced approximately by a
factor of 5 when measured through the thicker damage layer from
being milled with 30 kV (ii) compared to milling at 5 kV (i). After
repolishing with 5 kV, a contrast level comparable to the initial one is
largely recovered as shown in (iii). This reversibility demonstrates the
importance of optimized FIB lift-out to prepare lamellas for SPM
characterization: the final polishing voltage is critical to manage the
damage layer. Notably, lamellas can also be repolished to recover con-
trast and expose “fresh” surface material.

In conclusion, a FIB workflow has been demonstrated which
makes it possible to examine properties of individual domain walls
with a well-defined charge state in hexagonal manganites. By using
in situ FIB lift-out, it has been possible to image the domain wall
pattern on both sides before lifting out. Importantly, it has been shown
that these lamellas can be prepared with sufficiently thin damage layers
to resolve domains by PFM and domain wall currents by cAFMwithout
any additional postprocessing, e.g., annealing. The effect of reducing FIB
acceleration voltage (and resulting damage layer thickness) on the effec-
tive domain wall conductance has been demonstrated: it has been
shown that a 5kV polishing step drastically and reversibly improves the
cAFM contrast compared to 30 kV polishing. Furthermore, by combin-
ing the possibility of estimating three-dimensional domain wall orienta-
tion from SEM with PFM and cAFM [Fig. 1(d), supplementary material
Notes 1 and 2], the relation between the 3D domain wall behavior and
conductivity can be investigated. These results demonstrate the general
ability to work with individual improper ferroelectric domain walls
and characterize their intrinsic physical properties, with the ultimate
goal of developing them into atomic scale electronic components for
next-generation nanotechnology.

See the supplementary material for details on determining the
domain wall angle through lamellas (supplementary material Note 1),
the impact of three-dimensional angles on cAFM contrast (supple-
mentary material Note 2), and complementary cAFM data to Fig. 4
(supplementary material Fig. S3).
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